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Web-development for Robotics Benchmark

Background

Robots have yet to make an entrance into many industries (outside mass-manufacturing)
and the service sector. A major hurdle to their widespread adoption is the complexity of
their deployment, requiring costly specialists for every new task one wants to automate. We
envision simple tools which help to choose the right robot and do the programming given a
task and environment specification.

Description

In order to judge the effectiveness of such tools we are implementing a benchmark suite where
researchers and practitioners can share and compare different robot designs, as well as motion
and task planning algorithms. Here we follow along CommonRoad (commonroad.in.tum.de),
another benchmarking suite developed at our chair.

The new suite is called cRoK (composable Robotics benchmarK) and a preliminary website is
already available at crok.cps.in.tum.de. You will help us transform the old webpage and
rebase it on the software stack developed by CommonRoad. The work will include front-end
design in React and back-end development in Django, which you should be already familiar
with. Additional tools used are PostgresSQL as our database, Celery and Flower for task
scheduling, Caddy as a reverse proxy, docker and npm for deployment, and Minio as web
storage.

You will be able to collaborate and learn from a team of about five developing Commonroad
at the moment. We expect you to work about 15 hours per week starting as soon as you are
available. This assignment can also be a good starting point for further research at our chair,
such as a thesis or lab course.

Current cRoK website.


